Membership Meeting Minutes
August 8, 2020
I.

Call to order
Brad White called to order a Zoom meeting of the membership of Division 12, MCR, NMRA
around 10:10 A. M. on August 8, 2020 online.

II.

Roll call
Dave Ellis conducted a roll call by noting who was signed in to the Zoom meeting.
The following members were virtually present: Rob Bennett, Larry Dodge, Dale Desser, David
Ellis, Lee Farnsworth, Mike Hauk, Jerry Longo, Nick Ozorak, Al Reibel, Doug Sandmeyer,
Brad White, and Dave Neff, regional V.P.
A quorum (at least ten members) was established with eleven Division 12 members present.

III.

Announcements

Brad mentioned that the Mid Central Region board of directors would be meeting on Zoom on
October 23, 2020. If any members have questions, please submit them to Brad ahead of time,
so that he can add them to the agenda.
He also mentioned that the NMRA national board of directors would be meeting on Zoom on
August 22. He thinks that the issues around including video production as part of the Author’s
AP will be on the agenda. If members have other questions, please submit them ASAP to Brad,
who will then forward them to Bob Weinheimer.
Mike mentioned that the NMRA has been experimenting with virtual AP judging. At this
point, items with glue still need face-to-face inspection. The scenery AP judging apparently
can be done virtually.
Discussion of train shows included that the Greenberg show did not happen, all World’s
Greatest Hobby shows cancelled through 2021, upcoming Buffalo Terminal show is cancelled,
and no official word yet on the fall Erie Train Show.

Brad announced that he had been left in charge of a large estate of model train equipment and
that he plans to open an estate sale to members first in October. He is donating 10% of all sales
to the division.
Dale mentioned that he is planning on ordering a group of Pennsy calendars at a reduced rate;
please contact him if you want to order one at $15.00.
IV. Four short presentations: Mistakes and Oopsies
1. Dave Ellis shared “macro” and “micro” mistakes. The macro focused on issues from
locating his railroad in the attic and in transitioning from a “fun for one” to operations
focus with more people present in the train attic. Lessons learned included making the
space comfortable, practical, and safe before starting the railroad as well as
considering what Mike Hauk has called “infrastructure” issues early on, rather than as
an afterthought. Making “micro” mistakes appears critical to learning what works for
an individual modeler and what doesn’t. Often the result of a mistake is good enough
for the application. His PowerPoint is posted on the div12mcr.org website
“Presentations” page.
2. Mike Hauk shared several “oopsies” that he has experienced. He shared how a vertical
curve developed a kink coming off a permanently epoxied-in-place bridge. As it does
not lead to derailments, he has left it in place. He also shared two examples of
outgassing creating problems. The unsealed foam in a riverbed led to bubbles forming
in the water over time, and the glue he used attaching the lead sheet weight to
scratchbuilt flatcars warped the cars. He then shared photographs of the Newberry
Yard Throat scene on his railroad. These documented the third attempt, which created
bulletproof track work. A major take away is that if a mistake violates self-imposed
standards such as “bulletproof track work” then it must be corrected. On the other
hand, if it is minor or just a visual irritation it can be deemed good enough or disguised
rather than redone. A final take away is that given a do-over or clean slate, he would
have provided more space for a dedicated workshop. His PowerPoint is posted on the
div12mcr.org website “Presentations” page.
3. Rob Bennett focused on two sets of mistakes and solutions to the mistakes. One was
mounting his photo backdrops “too high.” After investing a lot of time, energy, and
money in mounting his photo backdrops, he focused on creating solutions or at least
mitigating the mistake. The second was the need for changing the location of or adding
additional crossovers. His PowerPoint is posted on the div12mcr.org website
“Presentations” page. Rob’s presentation led to a discussion of several issues. First of
all, railroads that start with one focus and transition to a different focus, rail fanning to
formal operations for example, will naturally create mistake-like issues. Another
discussion was around whether a “mistake” is critical or inconsequential depends on
the railroad’s (or its owner’s) operational or scenic focus. A third discussion was
around the need for additional light in the layout room, with Rob pointing out that the

human eye adjusts and compensates. If photography is going to be considered, even
more light is required.
4. Brad shared photos of work on the benchwork for a small N-scale layout he is building
as the construction of his railroad in the new house is on hold because of Covid. The
photos documented some miscalculations of curve radius with the lesson to be learned:
measure twice, cut once. More discussion of train room lighting followed with Brad
noting that he has been adding additional 6000 K LED lights to the train room.

V. Modeling Question: Actually, this month it was a PowerPoint question: Dave asked where
to start with annotations and arrows. “Insert shape or insert textbox” was the consensus.

VI. General Discussion: Dale noted that despite the Covid restrictions, he had a few people
over for a first ops-session of the rebuilt railroad. The ops uncovered an issue that was later
resolved. The discussion segued into a more general discussion of the impact of the pandemic to
model railroading and the geopolitical impact of so much of the hobby materials (and U. S.
consumer goods in general) being sourced in China. This led to a discussion of the approaches or
statements of manufacturers that Nick has had on the Roundhouse recently. A link to Nick’s
podcast, The Roundhouse, is now posted to the “Layouts and Links” page on div12mcr.org.
VII. Adjournment
Meeting adjourned by Brad White around 12:15.
Minutes submitted on 8/9/2020 by: David Ellis (Clerk/Treasurer)

